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Abstract

Zio is brings the trustiest casino betting to the entire world of a
decentralized Casino platform.
Zio is a technology design leap and deflation, and a self-regulatory economy.
Through distributed governance and contract fees, structural mechanisms
balance Zio token values by dynamically adjusting supply of Current
exchange rate and betting volume within the network.
Zio does all these things while avoiding a single point of failure and
implementing fully distributed networks and systems.

.

Executive Summary
“ Our mission is for customer convenience, trustworthy relationship, quick
handling within fun.”
The latest appearance of block-chain technology is expected to pave the way
for many industries to improve, reconstruct and ultimately recreate the
overall quality of their businesses. Online casinos are expected to be one of
the main beneficiaries of the trend, as block-chain technology can greatly
enhance fairness. Finally, focus on the overall security system. Three of the
most vulnerable aspects of the traditional online social casino industry are
expected to be a prerequisite for block-chain technology. At the same time,
basic game content should still be fun regardless of their platform.
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1. Introducing blockchain social casino

Block-chain
The block chain is to differentiate that records a virtual currency transaction It is used
as a
technology to prevent hacking in online transactions that require credibility. It is used
as a
security technology for various cryptography.

Online Social Casino
Online social casinos are games played in traditional casinos through social networking
services. Online social casinos allow games to be played anywhere in the world. But,
due to the closed business structure, they have the following disadvantages.

At the game
-Transparency and fairness doubt
-Player information and difficulty of accessibility
-Unable to trace chip
-Hacking, potential money-laundering activities and security issues (Ex : centralized
data system)

Despite this, the online social casino market has continued to grow. The online social
casino market is expected to reach $ 46 billion by 2017 and $ 56 billion by 2018.
Split capital ' estimates the market will reach $ 60 billion by 2020.

2. Value proposition for holders of Zio
You don't have to be a potential trader who can win just by grabbing and holding a
Zio coin.
Zio is optimized for growth. The controlling deprivation of coin supply means that as
Zio'sadoption increases, systematic breakdown of fares puts rising pressure on the
price of coins.The person who runs the mail archive will be in the newly cast Zio as
the wallet contributesto network security. You will have the amount like of mail in
your wallet.

3. Activating an Zio Masternode
Activating an Zio Masternode is the process by which an individual chooses to
promote their node contract of service an become a consensus agent.
Zio Masternode requirements:
● 10000 Zio coin
● Public IP with a forced network port number
● Bandwidth to accommodate the total volume of API calls

Rewards:
Zio coin has a dynamic compensation structure. Compensation is increase as the
block number increases. Compensation is divided into 75 % for Masternodes and
25 %for Stacking. The Stacking and Masternode has option of Single wallet setup.
This means that users don't need to save money because wallets provide a
Masternode service and rewards for putting coins same with Staking. Wallets can
be used in a number of Masternodes and all rewards can be automatically fixed.
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Block Height

Masternodes

PoS

201 - 8000

75% (4.5 ZIO)

25% (1.5 ZIO)

8001 - 16000

75% (6 ZIO)

25% (2 ZIO)

16001 - 30000

75% (7.5 ZIO)

25% (2.5 ZIO)

30001 - 50000

75% (9 ZIO)

25% (3 ZIO)

50001 -

75% (10.5 ZIO)

25% (3.5 ZIO)

Specifications:
Coin name: Zio coin. Ticker / Symbol : Zio Max supply : 40,000,000
Coin type: POW (10%) used totally for pre-mine. Now coin is POS only! Which is very
good for the Masternode holders. PoS
Hashing algorithm: Zio protocol Block
reward: Dynamic

Benefits of investing in Masternode coins:
Early investors receive the coins for $ 0.2 per coin. Early investors can make
Masternodes with the 10,000 coins they received. If they have quantities greater than
5,000 or less than 5,000, they can hide out.

This is why users can start making their own money before the coins enter the
exchange. We plan on listing the coin on cryptobridge, cryptopia, hitbit, gate.io, kukcoin,
to ensure proper liquidity.

There are 1,400 blocks a day.
Example: 14 coins per block compensation is divided into 75 % for Masternodes (10.5)
and 25 % for Staking (3.5). Further compensation is distributed to all ongoing

Masternodes. The highest number of the Maternode, the less the reward. The reason
why it compensation is distributed to each Masternode in a timely manner. Coin
Distribution of 4,000,000 (10%) pre-mine Due to the fact that the Masternode
Compensation Program is a fixed rate and that the Masternode Network Node is
fluctuating, the expected Masternode compensation will depend on the current total
amount.

